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Here you can find the menu of La Vista in Mechelen. At the moment, there are 9 meals and drinks on the card.
You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about La Vista:

the restaurant was a bit far from the city center, so we had to get a (very expensive) taxi. Unfortunately there was
no moule on the menu, but the lobster bisque and the pudding were beautiful. the most important courses were
ok. nice atmosphere. there was no English menu, so the waiter painfully translates the whole menu for us, which

made our meal a very pleasant start. read more. What User doesn't like about La Vista:
Save your money and time. Sometiimes I really wonder how bad general people eat to like certain restaurants
and check positively. This is a great example. Reviewed 4 You expect some nice (low expectation) but we are

with a very expensive menu that does not provide explanations, we waited over 1.5 hours to serve our main dish
and all crashes when you see it is badly prepared, with ingredients of very poor quality! It... read more. The La

Vista from Mechelen offers meals that are typical for the entire continent of Europe, You can also look forward to
the typical scrumptious French cuisine. After the meal (or during it), you have the opportunity to still relax at the

bar with a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, and you can look forward to the fine typical seafood cuisine.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Soup�
LOBSTER BISQUE

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

Dessert�
DESSERT 1

DESSERT 2

DESSERT 3

MICHELIN Specia�
MAIN COURSE 1

MAIN COURSE 2

MAIN COURSE 3

Gebraten� Nudel� mi�
gebackener Hühnerbrus�
STARTER 1

STARTER 2

STARTER 3

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

LOBSTER

PASTA

MUSSELS
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